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ABSTRACT 

The flood detector is designed to see the effeciency of water detection that leakage from 

the human house that will harmful to their furniture and also the electric devices inside 

their house. Other than that, several problem about the flood in certain house for 

example a water tube broke in middle of the night without the occupant notice and it 

will cause many damage in the house because of the water. Other than that, wasting of 

water also one of the problem that encourage we to accomplished this project such as 

the water pipe in the bathroom damage or forgotten to close it that will waste many 

water. The calculated parameters have been optimized using some software such as 

MPLAB that function as to write any type of program that can be transferred into 

machine code that can verify in PIC ( Programmable Integrated Circuit ) and 

personalize into the hardware. Before that, we also use a software names PROTEUS 

that the program function as a simulation before we simulate in hardware. From this 

software we can make some troubleshoot and detect our problem that easy and fast to 

overcome it. We also should get the wanted result that the output of project is LED 

green and LED red funtion and piezo buzzer also should function. It is observed that the 

gain is improved the problem of human being in their life. 



CHAPTERl 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. BACKGROUND OF STUDY 

Water is the most common substance in the world. It gives life, but it can also take it 

away. Water allows us to enjoy each day and sustained a great feeling of 

refreshment. The importance of this substance, covering 70% of the world, is so 

great it inspired us to pay her tribute. The design of the our Flood Detector was 

inspired by the perfect water drop. Every single drop, just like the modules of our 

system, can exist individually or they can connect with one another, forming a 

coherent ecosystem. TI1e shape of a water drop is perfect and flawless, therefore our 

detector's enclosure had to look the same. The Flood Detector is made of high 

quality, white, glossy plastic and is perfect in every detail. It's design is extremely 

functional and the technology gives you endless possibilities. 
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